Abstract. Appropriate setting of dissolution specification of extended release (ER) formulations should include precise definition of a multidimensional space of complex definition and interpretation, including limits in dissolution parameters, lag time (t-lag), variability, and goodness of fit. This study aimed to set dissolution specifications of ER by developing drug-specific dissolution profile comparison tests (DPC tests) that are able to detect differences in release profiles between ER formulations that represent a lack of bioequivalence (BE). Dissolution profiles of test formulations were simulated using the Weibull and Hill models. Differential equations based in vivo-in vitro correlation (IVIVC) models were used to simulate plasma concentrations. BE trial simulations were employed to find the formulations likely to be declared bioequivalent and nonbioequivalent (BE space). Customization of DPC tests was made by adjusting the delta of a recently described tolerated difference test (TDT) or the limits of rejection of f2. Drug k a (especially if k a is small), formulation lag time (t-lag), the number of subjects included in the BE studies, and the number of sampled time points in the DPC test were the factors that affected the most these setups of dissolution specifications. Another recently described DPC test, permutation test (PT), showed excellent statistical power. All the formulations declared as similar with PT were also bioequivalent. Similar case-specific studies may support the biowaiving of ER drug formulations based on customized DPC tests.
INTRODUCTION
After a drug formulation proves to be safe and effective in human trials, it is crucial to demonstrate that later formulations, following changes during drug development, post-approval stages, or production by generic manufacturers, possess the same efficacy and safety profile of the original formulation (1) (2) (3) . Because human experiments to prove efficacy and safety are highly costly, time-consuming, and in some cases ethically questionable, the pharmaceutical industry is constantly searching for effective surrogates for judging biopharmaceutical equivalence of pharmaceutically equivalent drug products. One accepted procedure to ensure efficacy and safety of new formulations is the assessment of bioequivalence (BE) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . On some cases, in vitro tests are sufficient to grant a waiver for an in vivo BE study (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . This regulatory acceptance of in vitro testing as a reliable surrogate for an in vivo BE is referred as "biowaiver" (14, 16) .
Biowaivers can be classified according to their requirements into three categories:
Dissolution-based biowaivers: For manufacturing site changes, scale-up changes, minor process changes, and lower strengths of a dosage forms, dissolution testing can be sufficient to waive BE requirements by demonstrating similarity in dissolution (10) (11) (12) (13) . Biowaivers based on a biopharmaceutical classification system (BCS): For immediate release (IR), solid oral dosage forms already approved of (BCS) class I drugs (highly permeable and soluble), demonstration of ≥85% dissolution in three media (i.e., pH 1.2, 4.5, and 6.8) in 15 min is enough for conceding a biowaiving of BE studies. These biowaivers are applicable if the excipients Vicente Germán Casabó passed away during the preparation of this study. Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1208/s12248-014-9615-6) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
of the formulation do not affect the absorption of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API); the API is not a prodrug, does not have a narrow therapeutic index, and is not intended to be absorbed in the oral cavity (14, 16) .
In vivo-in vitro correlation (IVIVC)-based biowaiver:
After an IVIVC is established, it can be applied as a surrogate for in vivo BE. Dissolution specifications should be set during the IVIVC development and the in vitro dissolution profiles of the compared formulations must be similar (12, 13) .
For dissolution-based and IVIVC-based biowaivers, the equivalence of drug formulations is assured by in vitro comparison of dissolution profiles. The term similarity has been employed to describe the lack of difference between dissolution profiles from two different sources (formulations), and it is normally established by using the f2 similarity factor (2, (17) (18) (19) . One objective of establishing BE for the range of the IVIVC is to set dissolution limits in such a way that products within the upper and lower dissolution limits should be biopharmaceutical equivalent to the appropriate reference formulation. However, these limits are difficult to be precisely set because the model fitting and variability of different formulations of the same type cannot be predicted beforehand; therefore, a similarity test like f2 to assure the similarity of both dissolution profiles is still required in the guidelines to assure consistency of quality of the new formulation.
Nevertheless, the limits of rejection of f2 (≤50) are not justified by any mechanistic or biopharmaceutical reasons. As it is an empirical and fixed limit, it is unlikely to exhibit the specific discriminatory power required in all scenarios in which it is currently used. Moreover, recent publications have stated that on the one hand, f2 may classify formulations that are nonbioequivalent as similar (20, 21) , while on the other hand, f2 can also be over-discriminative in some cases (22) (23) (24) . Additionally, several publications have recognized some major statistical and conceptual limitations of f2, including uncertain level of confidence, low statistical power, lack of biopharmaceutical or statistical reasons, lack of flexibility to perform in different scenarios, and poor statistical consistency (20, 21, (24) (25) (26) .
Advances in developing dissolution technologies which ensure clinical quality for each particular case are continuously being made (22, 27, 28) , especially by developing more biorelevant dissolution methodologies (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) , which has been identified as a major priority (27, 36) . Conversely, statistical tools to compare dissolution profiles have not been improved in the last years, despite the fact that a more rigorous application of statistics to understand and incorporate variability and uncertainty has also been identified as a priority in order to achieve a better integration of biopharmaceutics and quality for patient benefit (37, 38) .
We have recently proposed the theoretical background of a new strategy to perform case-by-case dissolution profile comparisons (26), including two new statistical tests for comparing drug dissolution profiles: the permutation test (PT), a very powerful and strict test to confer similarity, and the tolerated difference test (TDT), a flexible test in which the limits of rejection can be varied according to a desired level of tolerance without affecting its statistical properties. These two tests have the advantage of a better uncertainty quantification (type I and type II errors) and better statistical consistency of their estimators.
Using validated IVIVC models, plasma concentrations achieved by different formulations can be simulated from their dissolution profiles (39) (40) (41) . It is further possible to simulate BE studies, incorporating proper variability in the formulation dissolution and in the subject pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters and to find which formulations are likely to produce differences in vivo large enough to be considered as nonbioequivalent (42) . In this way, it is possible to explore the clinical relevance of the in vitro dissolution specifications set in the IVIVC development.
This study aimed, first, to investigate the effect of dissolution profile comparisons conditions, BE trial conditions, and drug/formulation in the determination of biorelevant dissolution specifications selecting three specific cases (ER formulations of metformin, diltiazem, and pramipexole) in which an IVIVC was previously established in order to extrapolate these findings to those drugs without an established IVIVC. Secondly, we aimed to explore a strategy to set dissolution specifications in an IVIVC by customizing the limit of rejections of dissolution profile comparison (DPC) tests.
METHODS

General Strategy
The strategy used to identify bioequivalent and nonbioequivalent formulations is illustrated in Fig. 1a , b, taking pramipexole as example. In vitro dissolution profiles were simulated for several formulations by modifying the Weibull model parameters, and PK profiles of the formulations were generated using IVIVC models. Through BE simulation studies, nonbioequivalent formulations were detected. The whole set of potential BE formulations is described as the BE space. Once the BE spaces were delimited, TDT, a DPC test, was customized to declare as nonsimilar, the formulations that were likely to be nonbioequivalent. The strategy used to investigate the effect of drug/formulation properties was similar (Fig. 1c) . Starting with the same dissolution profile, different PK profiles can be generated by varying the IVIVC model input parameters. Investigation of the effect of such variation on the BE space for the theoretical drug is then possible.
IVIVC and Dissolution Models
Two published differential equation-based IVIVC models were used for analysis. For diltiazem and metformin (Fig. 2a) , a one compartment pharmacokinetic model with a first order rate elimination was employed for describing plasma concentrations in which the rate of in vivo input is connected to the rate of in vitro dissolution through a functional dependency that allows inclusion of time scaling, time shifting, and absorption window (43) .
Where S 1 is the time-scaling factor, S r is the scaling factor, r dis is the dissolution rate, and t 0 is an input parameter that depends on the lag time (t-lag) of the formulation. To account for the variability of the in vivo absorption as the drug moves along the gastrointestinal tract including an absorption window, a function φ abs (t) is introduced including a truncated absorption at time t cut :
The dissolution rate (r dis ) was described by the Hill function (44) in which:
Where f dis (t) is the fraction (%) of drug released at time t, t 50 is the time at which 50% of the drug is released from the formulation, and n is a shape parameter.
Resulting in the differential expression for r dis :
Data were generated to reproduce the data of Gillespie (45) for diltiazem and the data of Balan and co-workers (46) for metformin.
For pramipexole (Fig. 2b) , a two compartment model with first order absorption and elimination was used for describing plasma concentrations (47) in which the dissolution rate was described by the Weibull function (48-50): AUC test /AUC Reference ratios for test 1, test 2, and test 3 formulations were 1.037, 1.038, and 0.77, respectively; C max ratios were 1.017, 1.331, and 0.634. c Reference formulation was modeled as previously, test formulation by kd=0.0756 h −1 (+0%), β=0.8784 (+20.00%). AUC test /AUC Reference ratios using the original and smaller k a were 1.0429 and 0.9256, respectively; C max ratios were 1.061 and 0.716
Leading to:
Where f dis (t) is the fraction (%) of drug released at time t, kd is the dissolution constant, and β is the shape parameter. The relationship between the kd in vivo and kd in vitro was modeled by kd in vivo =kd in vitro +θ SCL where θ SCL is a scale factor representing the increment in the in vivo dissolution. θ SCL of 0.0581 (13.75%CV) was used in all simulations.
For the purpose of this study, only differential equationbased IVIVC methods were included because of the more mechanistic nature of these models (36, 51, 52) . All parameters employed are listed in Table I .
Test and Reference Formulations
Reference formulations were modeled as follows:
Metformin: t 50 = 1.77 h; n = 2.6 (Hill Model , Test formulations were generated by varying simultaneously the two dissolution model parameters (t 50 and n or kd and β) from −95 to 200% around those of the reference formulation. Variability (CV 10%) was included at all dissolution points to mimic experimental data. Approximately, 1,000 test formulations were compared to a reference in every experiment.
Simulations and Bioequivalent Studies
Simulations of plasma concentration were conducted in the R software environment (version 2.14.2.). Interindividual variability (IIV) was included for each parameter (Table I) to fit the reported experimental variability (43, 47) including an overall CVof area under the curve (AUC) 0-∞ and C max of 15% in order to mimic the previously published data (43, 47) . In total, 1,000 BE crossover-simulated studies per scenario were conducted. In each study, 12 subjects (minimum number of subjects accepted by FDA and EMEA BE guidelines) were generated. Each subject received an oral dose of the test and reference formulation with a washout period between the administrations. AUC 0-∞ and maximum plasma concentration (C max ) were calculated from the generated plasma concentrations. BE between formulations was determined by calculating 90% confidence intervals (90% CI) of the ratio between test and reference means after log transformation of AUC 0-∞ and C max (equivalent to a two one-sided test procedure). The formulations were considered bioequivalent if the 90% CI of AUC 0-∞ and C max ratios were contained within the acceptance interval of 80.00-125.00% (R scripts included in the supplemental data).
DPC Tests
Dissolution profiles from the reference and test formulations were compared using the f2 similarity factor (Eq. 7) and two recently described tests, PT and TDT (26) . In all cases, 12 units of the reference formulation and 12 units of the test formulation were simulated. The f2 similarity factor was calculated according to:
Where R t is the mean of the dissolved drug from the reference batch at time t, T t is the mean of the drug dissolved from the test batch at time t, n is the number of time points, and w t is a weight factor that can be used to enhance the influence of particular time points. If the calculation yielded f2≥50, similarity of R and T was declared. Theoretically, if the difference in drug dissolution between R and T is exactly 10% at every time point, the value of f2 is 50.
PT and TDT were calculated as previously described (26) . Briefly, in PT, the information of each tablet is considered as vector of length defined by the number of time points sampled in the dissolution profile. A mathematical distance D 0 between the reference and test profiles is first calculated by the sum of the squared differences of the means at each time point. The same distance D i is calculated for each of the 5,000 permutations of the vectors of the original data and 5,000 values of D i are obtained. The D 0 is compared to the distribution of the 5,000 calculated D i . According to a predetermined type I error (typically, alpha=0.05), a rejection value that is greater than the 1-alpha percent of all D i values in this empirical distribution is calculated. If the profiles are similar, D 0 is expected to be below this rejection value; D 0 above the rejection value indicates lack of similarity between the two profiles.
TDT is based on a tolerated difference (δ) in dissolution between two tablets at each time point. This test attempts to statistically prove whether the differences between the reference and test samples exceed the predetermined tolerated difference or not.
Having at any time point the dissolved drug for m tablets from the reference and m from the test Rt1; Rt2; Rt3; … ; Rtm; Rti ¼ dissolved drug of ith tablet from the reference at time t Tt1; Tt2; Tt3; …; Ttm; ; Tti ¼ dissolved drug of i th tablet from the test at time t Differences between all R ti and T ti are evaluated, and the number of events for which this difference is greater than the established tolerated difference (δ) is counted.
Where D i is the sum of differences greater than δ at the ith time point. p value is calculated by comparing the calculated D d statistic from the samples with the distribution of D d under the null hypothesis |μ Rt -μ Tt |≤δ at every time point (rejection values in supplemental data S1).
Statistical Power Explorations
Sets of 12 reference formulation tablets and 12 test formulation tablets were generated under conditions of nonsimilarity when different model parameters were employed for the reference and test formulations. Each pair of batches was compared using f2, TDT, and PT. At every condition, 5,000 sets of reference test were generated, and the percentage of rejections (% detections of no similarity) was evaluated. More powerful tests are expected to detect smaller differences in the parameters used. In all cases, equidistant sample points were sampled from which the last sample point was the smaller t 85 (time to reach 85% release) of the two formulations.
RESULTS
Illustrative Example
In Fig. 1b , results from pramipexole are outlined as an example. Test 1 is bioequivalent to the reference formulation by AUC and C max (PK profiles). Formulation test 2 is bioequivalent to the reference formulation by AUC but not by C max , and formulation test 3 is not bioequivalent to the reference formulation by either AUC or C max . The BE space delimits the bioequivalent formulations from the nonbioequivalent. TDT was customized to declare as nonsimilar, formulations that are likely to be nonbioequivalent (BE formulations). To investigate the effect of drug/formulation properties, the same dissolution profile (test 1) was employed. Different PK profiles can be generated by varying the IVIVC model input parameters. In Fig. 1c , using the same test formulation (equal k d and β), two different PK profiles are generated by using different k a values (PK profiles). The C max BE space for the theoretical drug with a smaller k a was reduced (green BE space) and the test formulation is no longer bioequivalent to the reference formulation by C max (BE formulations). When the larger k a is used, the same test formulation is bioequivalent to the reference formulation (inside the red BE space).
Bioequivalent and Similarity Spaces
For each drug, test formulations were compared to the reference formulation in their dissolution profiles and plasma levels. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of dissolution parameters on BE and similarity. The X-and Y-axes show the difference in each one of the dissolution parameters of the test formulation compared to the reference formulation. When the difference in the two parameters is 0 (coordinates 0,0 in the contour plots), the test and reference formulations are the same. Response surfaces for AUC and C max display the test formulations (combination of dissolution parameters) with probability ≥80% of being nonbioequivalent by AUC or C max , respectively. Density contour plots displaying probability of rejection from 0 to 100% for AUC and C max for the three ER formulations are included in the supplemental data (S2-S7).
When the BE space of the formulations is calculated considering population variability to mimic experimental variation, the BE space is considerably smaller compare to the BE space calculated without considering variability (Fig. 3) . The same effect was observed for the other two drugs (S8 and S9).
Response surfaces for f2 and PT (Fig. 4) delimit the combination of dissolution parameters at which the probability of declaring nonsimilarity using the corresponding test is ≥80%. This set of in vitro similar formulations is described as the similarity space (Sim space).
PT was the most powerful test to declare as non-similar, test formulations with changes in the dissolution model parameters compared to those of the Reference formulation. Consequently, formulations declared as similar with PT were always also bioequivalent and differences in C max and AUC from the test and reference formulations were less than 1.5%. For all three drugs, f2 showed less power than PT, and several formulations declared as similar with f2 were not bioequivalent.
Some contour lines may appear wavy in the BE spaces due to limited number of points in the response surface of the contour plots (≈1,000). Smoother contour lines can be drawn by increasing this number by 50-fold (as in Fig. 3 compared to  Fig. 4) . However, the computation time is also increased by 65-fold (from 9 h to 24.5 days per line in every contour plot).
Effect of Drug/Formulation Properties on Bioequivalence
The effect of changes in k a , k el (CL), t-lag, V 1 , V 2 , and C LD (model II in Fig. 2 ) on the BE space of the pramipexole formulation was studied. Changes in V 1 , V 2 , and C LD of 10-fold had no effect on the BE space (S10). Changes in k a of 10-fold had no apparent effect on the BE space of AUC or C max . However, reductions in k a of 50-fold or bigger showed an increasing reduction in the BE space of C max (Fig. 5a ). Changes in t-lag had a direct impact in the BE space of both AUC and C max (Fig. 5b, c) ; when t-lag was not considered (t-lag=0), the BE space was increased. For a t-lag of 2 h, the BE space was reduced to 25% of the original area. Changes in k el had no effect on the BE space of AUC. A slight effect in the BE space of C max by changes in k el was observed; however, there was no change in the total area of the BE space (less than 5%), but a small modification in the shape regardless if the k el was increased or decreased. The same effect was observed for metformin and diltiazem (supplemental data S11 and S12). Studied effects are summarized in Table II . Fig. 3 . BE spaces of pramipexole when population variability is or is not included in the BE space delimitation. Solid line no variability included, dashed line population variability included in the subjects of the BE studies Fig. 4 . BE spaces of the three formulations. Contour lines for AUC and C max display the test formulations (combination of dissolution parameters) with probability ≥80% of being declaring nonbioequivalent by AUC or C max , respectively Effect of BE Trials Conditions and DPC Tests Conditions on BE space and Sim Space BE trial simulations were performed with different numbers of subjects to study the effect of sample size in the BE space. Figure 6a shows the increment in the BE space, in both AUC and C max , at increasing numbers of subjects. Nevertheless, the increment in the area from 12 to 18 subjects was less than 3%, and the reduction in the BE space from 12 to 6 subjects was less than 5%.
The Sim space was sensitive to the number of points used in the dissolution profile comparison; a reduction in Sim space (increasing statistical power) at higher number of time points was detected (Fig. 6b) . These effects of number of subjects and of time points were also observed for the metformin and diltiazem formulations (supplemental data S13 and S14).
Customization of TDT and f2
Dissolution profiles of the generated formulations were compared using TDT at different values of δ or different limits for f2. Figure 7 shows the different similarity space (Sim space) of TDT at increasing values of δ for the pramipexole formulation. A δ of 3.45 is the maximum at which all the formulations declared as similar with this test are also bioequivalent. A δ of 3.6 for metformin and 5.95 for diltiazem were found following the same procedure (S15 and S16). This value represents the average tolerated difference (in %) between two formulations at any time point to produce bioequivalent formulations under both criteria, AUC and C max . Customized limits of f2 were 71 for pramipexole, 60 for metformin, and 60 for diltiazem. The customized Sim spaces of TDT and f2 were very similar in size and shape.
BE space Compared to MDT and MRT
Mean dissolution time (MDT) and mean residence time (MRT) were calculated for all the reference formulations and compared to the BE space. Surface responses of MDT and MRT are depicted in Fig. 8 for pramipexole formulations. There is no overlap between the MDT or MRT response surfaces with the BE space. Test formulations with the same MRT or MDT of the reference formulation could be nonbioequivalent. Likewise, formulations with very different values of MDT and MRT are included in the BE space. Similarly, BE space did not match with the surface spaces of MDT or MRT for metformin or diltiazem (S17 and S18).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we compared the BE space of three ER formulations against the Sim spaces calculated with three different DPC tests trying to identify which DPC test could be more suitable to set dissolution specifications (best overlap between BE and Sim spaces) and what factors could influence this setting of dissolution limits and its clinical relevance.
The calculated BE space of the formulations is considerably reduced if population variability is considered (Fig. 3) . This should be analyzed in conjunction with the observed increment in the BE spaces when the subject sample size is incremented in the BE studies (Fig. 6) . Because of interindividual variability, it is more likely to declare BE of two formulations when more subjects are included in a BE trial, and a BE space calculated with a large sample of subjects is expected to be closer to the BE space when variability is not considered. In principle, the BE space when variability is not considered should be more aligned with results from large trials. However, the fact that there is a difference between the two BE spaces (with or without considering variability) manifest that the smaller BE space could be more relevant concerning individual safety and efficacy. Likewise, the Sim space of TDT and PT was reduced (increased statistical power) when the number of time points sampled in the dissolutions profiles was increased (Fig. 6) . Sim space of f2 was erratically increased and decreased by the increased number of sample time points manifesting the lack of consistency of this estimator and the lack of proper statistical basis of the f2 test (S19). These results manifest that conclusions about BE or similarity can be affected by the specific setup of each particular comparison. Precise limits must be fixed in order to standardize comparisons and rejections criteria. Based on these results, we propose that a number between 6 and 10 equidistant time points must be sampled in the dissolution comparisons, as a good predictor of BE studies with 12 subjects.
It has been stated that ER formulations can produce flip flop-like kinetics when the apparent k a <k el (k el /k a ratio >1) and could lead to miscalculations of the PK parameters (53) . For pramipexole, we observed reductions in the C max BE space for values of k a ≤0.4 h −1 (k el /k a ratio=0.2). Calculating the BE space for theoretical drugs with different k el and k a , the reduction in the C max BE space due to reduction in k a was 
↑ Increase BE space, ↓ reduce BE Space, ↑↓ change BE space and some zones are augmented and some are reduced but no total increase or decrease, ↔ no apparent effect, NA parameter not used in that model, AUC area under the curve produced only at k el /k a ratios of 0.2 or higher (S20-S22). This seems to be the limit at which the k a is small enough in comparison with the k el to reduce the C max in the PK profile. This aspect should be accounted for in the design of ER formulations since a slow enough release can have, in practical terms, the same effect as reducing the k a of the drug. We suggest that this flip flop-like phenomenon could be present at k el /k a ratios smaller than 1 (i.e., 0.2). Absorption is recognized as the rate-limiting step for BCS class III drug formulations (54, 55) ; however, for the metformin formulation, test formulations with faster release (Fig. 4 , smaller t 50 and larger n) than the reference formulation generated plasma profiles with higher C max and AUC, resulting in declaration of nonbioequivalence. Formulations with slower release (larger t 50 and smaller n) were also declared as nonbioequivalent, generating plasma profiles with smaller C max and AUC. These results suggest that in the case of ER products, dissolution may also play a substantial role in the in vivo performance of BCS class III formulations.
AUC and C max from formulations with larger t-lag were smaller than those of formulations with smaller t-lag (Fig. 5, S23) ; therefore, changes in the dissolution parameters of the reference formulations have a bigger relative impact on the BE space in comparison to BE spaces of formulations with smaller t-lag, explaining the reduced BE space of formulations with larger t-lag. This may have a considerable impact on the setting of dissolution specifications of the IVIVC because the definitive BE space should be define as a multidimensional space of dissolution parameters, t-lag, and variability.
The differences in dissolution necessary to produce nonbioequivalent formulations vary from one drug formulation to another, depending on the drug and formulation. When the original limits of similarity are used (f2≥50), f2 failed to associate the in vitro similarity of two formulations with their comparative in vivo performance in the three cases investigated. Moreover, f2 declared as similar not only formulations that are likely to be bioequivalent in vivo but also formulations that are likely to be nonbioequivalent in vivo (Fig. 4) . This observation is in agreement with one of the criticisms of f2 (21, 22) of lack of flexibility to perform in a wider range of cases.
We aimed to set the set dissolution limits of each formulation by customizing cases, specifically the limits of rejection of DPC tests. We were able to associate f2 (with customized limits different than 50) and TDT limits of rejection with an in vivo property (BE) of the tested formulations. Proper setting of dissolution specifications in an IVIVC should define a complex multidimensional space with clear limits in dissolution parameters, t-lag, variability, and goodness of fit; therefore, setting dissolution limits through customized DPC tests offer a simpler solution with clear rejection criteria. The customized Sim spaces of TDT and f2 were very similar in size and shape, and test formulations declared as similar to the reference formulation using these customized DPC tests are expected to be also bioequivalent and consequently to retain the same efficacy and safety profile. However, we think that a customized TDT should be preferred due to its superior statistical properties (known uncertainty and consistency).
PT was the most restrictive test to confer similarity of dissolution profiles; typically, formulations declared as similar with this test did not differ in AUC and C max more than 1.5% assuming the same patient with no intra-occasion variability. Formulations declared as similar with PT are expected with high accuracy to be bioequivalent, even formulations with different release mechanism or from a different manufacturer, situations for which an IVIVC is not recommended by the current guidelines to waive BE studies. From the regulatory point of view, an established DPC test of an innovator formulation represents a fast, cheap, and reliable protocol with simple acceptance criteria to test new generic formulations, reducing the costs and time of these submissions and potentially avoiding unnecessary in vivo BE studies. PT should also be a more suitable test for monitoring similarity as a critical quality attribute (CQA) (56, 57) because it would be more sensitive to detect CQA changes.
Ideally, all the bioequivalent formulations should be declared as similar with the customized DPC tests; however, a total overlap of the BE space and the Sim space was not achieved with the investigated tests. Nevertheless, according to risk management principles (37, 58) , the reduction of risk caused to subjects by declaring as similar formulations that are not bioequivalent must be considered as a higher priority than reducing manufacturer risk of declaring as non-similar formulations that are bioequivalent.
Setting of dissolution specifications through customized DPC tests is only possible when differential equations based IVIVC are employed because it allows a complete and detailed exploration of the multidimensional BE space (S24), which is not possible with conventional convolution/ deconvolution IVIVC. MDT and MRT (40, 54) were not useful to discriminate between nonbioequivalent and bioequivalent formulations nor to set dissolution specifications ( Fig. 8 and S17 , S18, and S25) highlighting the complex composition of the multidimensional BE space.
Several questions remain open as to which is the most suitable procedure to declare BE (38, 55, (59) (60) (61) (62) and which other mathematical expressions could model drug release more mechanistically (63, 64) . If these customized DPC tests are attempted to be used for generic drugs, serious harmonization efforts should be made to share these IVIVC models between agencies and manufacturers.
The strategy presented in this study of setting dissolution specifications for IVIVC using customized DPC tests can be refined, improved, and applied to other drug formulations when more IVIVC mechanistic models become available. For BCS class III drugs, further studies are required before analyzing the possibility of biowaiving ER formulations of these drugs (65) or generic ER formulations of BCS class I drugs. However, we propose that under a deep case-specific analysis, biowaiving of ER of BCS class I drug formulations may be possible through customized DPC tests or by PT.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we have set the dissolution specifications of three IVIVC according to the probabilities of the theoretical reference formulations of being bioequivalent or nonbioequivalent. Because the full BE space could be a multidimensional space of difficult analysis, we proposed an easy to implement and interpret customization of DPC tests to set dissolution specifications for three different ER formulations. According to these simulations, formulations that can prove to be similar with the reference formulation under the established conditions are likely to be bioequivalent. Established conditions were TDT with δ of 3.6, 5.95, and 3.45 and f2 with limits of 60, 55, and 71 for metformin, diltiazem, and pramipexole, respectively, and sampling at least six time points in the release profiles. Once a specific test is developed for a particular formulation, this DPC test can be used to explore post-approval changes by the manufacturer or to evaluate BE between products from different manufacturers. Drug k a (especially if k a is small), formulation t-lag, the number of subjects included in the BE studies, and the number of sampled time points in the DPC tests were the factors that affected the most this setups of dissolution specifications. PT was the most powerful DPC test, and differences in C max and AUC produced by formulations declared as similar with PT were less than 1.5% in all cases.
